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ABSTRACT 
Let .~' be the complex linear space M, of n X n complex matrices or the real 
linear space H, of n × n hermitian matrices. For C ~.~¢', its unitary similarity orbit 
is the set 
~/( C ) = {UCU* : U unitary} 
and its circular unitary similarity orbit is the set 
~(C)  = { ~X:  ~ ~ F, I~t -- 1, X ~ ~'(C)}, 
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where F is the scalar field C or R according as .,tr = M, or .*¢" = H,. Related to ~(C) 
and W'(C) are the C-numerical range and the C-numerical radius of A ~.,tr defined 
by 
W (A) = {t r (AX) :  X e 
and 
re(A ) = max{Izl: z E We(A)} , 
respectively. Let C, D ~ H,, we study the linear operators T on ~ satisfying one of 
the following properties: (I) Wo(T(A)) = Wc(A) for all A ~.,¢', (II) rD(T(A)) = 
rc(A) for all A ~.*f', (III) T(td(D)) = rE(C), (IV) T(7/(D)) = ,~(C). In particular, 
we determine the conditions on C and D for the existence of a linear operator T on 
satisfying any one of the conditions (I)-(IV), and characterize such an operator if it 
exists. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let .~r be the complex linear space M, of n X n complex matrices or the 
real linear space H, of n X n hermitian matrices. Denote by t/n the group 
of n x n unitary matrices. For C •~f' ,  its unitary similarity orbit is the set 
• "(c) = {ucu* :  u • cA .  
I f  we regard C as the matrix representation f a linear operator acting on an 
n-dimensional Hilbert space, then ~'(C) is the collection of all matrix 
representations of the same operator with respect o different orthonormal 
bases, and it is very useful in studying the operator. Goldberg and Straus [3] 
introduced the concept of C-numerical range of A • J r ' ,  defined by 
Wc(A)  = {tr (AX) :  X • ~(C)}  = {tr (CX):  X • ~' (A)} .  
Note that .*~ is equipped with the usual inner product ( X, Y ) = tr(XY* ), 
and every linear functional f on .*¢" can be represented as f (X )  = (X, F )  
for some suitable F •.*¢" depending on f .  Thus the set Wc(A) can be 
regarded as the range of a linear functional on iX(C). The C-numerical range 
has been extensively studied, and many interesting results have been ob- 
tained, especially when C is hermitian (e.g., see [3], [8], [15], [19], [21], and 
their references). 
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There are two concepts closely related to the unitary similarity orbit and 
the C-numerical range, namely, the cirvular unitary similarity orbit of C 
defined by 
= { e u:, = x e 
where ~: is the scalar field C or R according as ag = M n or ~¢¢ = H,, and the 
C-numerical radius of A ~-~¢' defined by 
rc (A  ) = max{lz[: z ~ Wc(A)}  = max{Retr(CX): X ~ ~(A)} .  
It is known (e.g., see [4, 16, 20]) that the C-numerical radius is always a 
seminorm on .,~v, and is a norm if and only if C is nonscalar and has nonzero 
trace. The C-numerical radius and the circular unitary similarity orbit are 
very useful in studying those norms N on .~v that are invariant under unitary 
similarities, i.e., N(UAU*) = N(A)  for any A ~v  and for any U ~ gn" In 
fact (e.g. see [17; 14, Theorem 3.4]), such a norm N always admits a 
representation in terms of C-numerical radii, viz., 
N(A)  = max{rc(A ) :C ~} forall A ~.~v, 
where 5 p is a compact subset of .~¢'. Moreover, the unit ball ~ = {X 
~l': N(X)  < 1} can be expressed as 
-~ = ('l conv{~/'(C): C ES~} 
for some Y ___.~v (cf. [14, Observation 4.2]), where conv3-denotes the 
convex hull of 3:. 
From the above discussions one sees that the C-numerical range, the 
C-numerical radius, and the sets ~(C) and ~v'(C) are closely related and 
they are very useful concepts. The purpose of this paper is to study linear 
operators on ~v with some special properties related to them. 
le t  C ~ H,. In [9] and [10], we characterize those linear operators T on 
that satisfy T(~'(C)) = ~'(C), T(77(C)) = 7/(C), Wc(T(A))  = Wc(A)  
for all A ~A', or rc(T(A)) = rc(A) for all A ~.~g. In some earlier papers 
(see [6] and [18]), these types of problems were considered for the special 
case when C = I k (9 0,_k. As pointed out by the referee of [6] (see the 
"'Notes Added in Proofs" section), the linear operator T defined by T(A)  = 
2(tr A) I /n  - A constructed in that paper satisfies 
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(I) Wo(T(A) )  = Wc(A)  for all A ~¢' ,  
whereC =I  k ~0,_  k and D=I -C .  
Clearly, this linear operator also satisfies 
(II) rD(T(A))  = rc (A)  for all A ~ ' .  
Thus T can be viewed as an isometric isomorphism on ¢#' equipped with 
the two different norms r c and r o. These observations naturally suggest the 
problems of studying those linear operators T satisfying (I) or (II) for 
arbitrary C, D ~.,~'. In this paper, we give complete answers for these 
questions if C, D ~ H,. As in [10, 11, 13], we use the approach of studying 
the dual transformations T* of those linear operators T satisfying (I) or (II). 
Recall that the dual transformation T* of T is the unique linear operator on 
that satisfies (T (X) ,Y )  = (X ,T* (Y ) )  for all X,Y  ~ ' .  
We describe briefly the organization of this paper in the following. In 
Section 2, we show that a linear operator T satisfies (I) if and only if its dual 
transformation T* satisfies 
(III) T*(~' (D) )  = ~(C) ,  
and a linear operator T satisfies (II) if and only if its dual transformation T*
satisfies 
(IV) T*(~;"(D)) = ~P~(C) 
unless C is scalar and D is not. 
In Section 3, we determine the conditions on C and D for the existence 
of a linear operator 7 on ~" satisfying condition (I) and hence (III), and 
characterize such an operator if it exists. Similar results concerning linear 
operators T satisfying (II) and (IV) are obtained in Section 4. Some remarks 
and open problems are mentioned in Section 5. 
Note that the linear operators T are not assumed to be invertible in our 
study. If this assumption is imposed, the problems will be much easier. 
In the following discussion, denote by Eij the n × n matrix with the ( i , j )  
entry equal to one and all other entries equal to zero. We shall use .~,0 
(respectively, Mn ° and H °) to denote the collection of matrices in ~r 
(respectively, M n and H n) with zero trace. 
2. RELATIONS AMONG CONDITIONS (I) TO (IV) 
The objective of this section is to prove the following two theorems (cf. 
[10, Theorems 2.1 and 3.1]). 
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THEOREM 2.1. Let C, D ~ H n be nonzero. A linear operator T on 
satisfies 
WD(T( A))  = Wc( A ) forall  A ~¢¢t" 
if and only if its dual transformation T* satisfies T* ( ?Z( D ) ) = ~Z( C ). 
THEOREM 2.2. Let C, D ~ H n be nonzero. A linear operator T on .It" 
satisfies 
rD(T(A) )  = rc (A  ) foraU A E~t" 
if and only if its dual transformation T* satisfies T*(conv~"(D) )= 
conv 7/(C). These conditions are equivalent to T* (77(D)) = 7/'(C) unless C 
is scalar and D is not. 
To prove Theorem 2.1, we need some lemmas. 
LEMMA 2.3. Suppose C ~.¢1" is nonzero, and S = ~(C)  or 7/'(C). Then 
S is the set of extreme points of cony S. 
Proof. Clearly, S contains the set of extreme points of conv S. Since 
elements of S are on the boundary of the strictly convex set {X ~.,tr : ( X, X > 
< (C, C>}, none of the elements in S can be expressed as convex combina- 
tions of the other elements. The result follows. • 
LEMMA 
conv ~L(C), 
C is scalar, 
2.4. Suppose C ~/ [  is nonzero, and S = X/(C), 7/(C), 
or conv W(C).  Then span S = span{l}, M r°, or .¢[ according as 
C has zero trace, or C is nonscalar with nonzero trace. 
Proof. Direct verification (cf. proofs in [20] and [14, Theorem 3.2]). • 
LEMMA 2.5. Let D be a nonzero matrix in .It'. Suppose T is a linear 
operator on .It" satisfying T(conv ~Z(D)) = {77/} for some nonzero ~7 ~ ~:. 
Then tr D --# 0 and T( I )  = n(tr D)-l~?l. Moreover, T(A)  = 0 for any A 
span X/(D0 ), where D O = D - (tr D) I /n .  
Proof. Notice that ~ ' (D)  contains a matrix D 1 such that all its diagonal 
elements equal tr D/n  (e.g., see [5, 1.3.4]). Let Pi, i = 1 . . . . .  2 n, be all the 
diagonal real orthogonal matrices; then ( t rD) I /n  = 2-"Y',~=IPtD1pit~ 
conv~' (D)  and hence T( ( t rD) I /n )= rlI. Thus t rD  ~0 and T ( I )  = 
n(tr D)-lrlI. Now for any A ~ ~' (D  - (tr D) I /n) ,  T (A)  = T (A  + 
(tr D) I /n )  - T((tr D) I /n )  = 0. The last assertion on T follows. • 
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Proof of Theorem 2.1. = : Suppose T*(~(D))  = ~'(C). Then for any 
A ~.¢[, 
Wo(T(A) )  = {(T(A), X): X ~ ~e(D)} 
= {< A,T*(X)>:  X ~ ~'(O)} 
= {<A,Y>:Ye  T*(TZ(D))} 
= {<A, r>:  r = We(A). 
: Suppose WD(T(A)) = Wc(A) for all A ~.4¢'. For any linear func- 
tional f on .4tr, let A ~.~r be such that f (X )  = <X, A> for all X. Then 
f (T*  (conv ~' (D)) )  =conv< T* ( ~' (D)) ,  .4> = conv< ~' (P ) ,  T( A)> 
=conv (T (A) ,  ~'( D)> =conv WD(T (A) )  
=conv Wc(A) ---- conv< A, ~'(C)> 
= conv<~'(C), A) =f (conv ~/(C)).  
where S denotes the set of complex conjugates of elements in S if S _ C.Thus 
the sets T*(conv ~Z(D)) and conv ~'(C) have the same support functionals 
and hence are equal. 
If C is scalar, then cony ~/(C)= ~/(C) is a singleton set and hence 
T*(~Z(D)) = ~'(C). If span ~/(D) and span ~'(C) have the same dimension, 
then T* is one-one on span ~'(D) and will map the set of extreme points of 
conv ~/(D) onto the set of extreme points of conv ~Z(C). By Lemma 2.3, we 
have T*(~Z(D))= ~'(C). Hence we are left with the only case of C is 
nonscalar and dim span ~'(D) > dim span ~'(C), which implies D ~ span{/}. 
By Lemma 2.4, we conclude that tr D ¢ 0 = tr C. Define a map L on .~r 
such that L(X) = T*(X)  + (tr X) I /n .  Then L(conv ~/(D)) = conv ~/(C'), 
where C' = C + (tr D)I /n.  Since span ~/(D) = span ~'(C') =~tr L is non- 
singular on .~r. By previous arguments, we have L(~Z(D)) = ~'(C'), and 
hence T*(~(D))  = ~(C). • 
We need one more lemma to prove Theorem 2.2. 
LEMMA 2.6. Suppose C, D ~ H, are nonzero such that C has zero trace 
and D is nonscalar with nonzero trace. If L is a linear operator on ~" 
satisfying L(conv ~'(D)) =conv 7/(C), then the foUowing conclusions hold: 
(i) L(.~ ¢°) ___.j¢,0 and the restriction of L on .¢fo is invertible. 
(ii) L(7/(D)) = 7/(C). 
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Proof. Suppose D = D I + D 0, where D I = (tr D) I /n  and D o ~.~,o. 
I~t B = L(DI). Since L(conv ~/'(D)) = cony ~'(C) ,  and since ~ ' (D)  [re- 
spectively, ~'(C)]  is the set of extreme points of conv ~Z'(D) [respectively, 
conv ~'(C)]  by Lemma 2.3, one easily checks that L(?~P(D)) ~ 77"(C). 
(i): Since span ~'(D) =.,tr and span ~'(C) =~t r°, it follows that L(atr) = 
.~tr0 and hence L(.~tro) _.,tr 0. 
Now suppose the restriction of L on .~tr0 denoted by L o, is singular. 
Then span{X* : X ~ L(.~t'°)} 4:.J¢ "°, and hence there exists a nonzero A 
.Jr "° such that tr(AX) = (A,  X*)  = 0 for all X ~ L(.J~'°). It follows that 
Wc(A)  = ( t r (AX) :  X ~ ~' (C) ]  
___ { t r (AX) :  X ~ ~' (C)}  
c_ { t r (AX) :  X ~ L(~Z'(D))} 
= {t r (AX) :  X ~ I~L(@(Do) + D,), Ix ~ ~:, I~1 = 1} 
c { /z t r (A(X  + B) ) :  X ~ L (~(Do)  ), Ix ~ ~, I/z[ = 1} 
_ { /z t r (A(X  + B) ) :  X ~ L(a¢'°) ,  /z ~ fl:, I/z[ = 1} 
= { /z t r (AB) : / z~ ~, [ ]x l= 1}. 
Since C ~ H n, Wc(A)  is convex (see [21] and [19]). It follows that Wc(A)  is a 
singleton, and hence (see [7, Theorem 2.5]) C or A is scalar, which is a 
contradiction. Hence L o is invertible. 
(ii): Recall that B = L(DI). If B = 0, then L(conv ~ ' (Do) )= 
conv ~/'(C). By Lemma 2.3 and the fact that L 0 is invertible, we conclude 
that L(Y/'(D)) = L0(~'(D0))  = ~"(C). 
Suppose B 4: 0. We first show that if X o ~ ~/(D 0) satisfies 
Re(Lo l (B) ,  X 0) > 0, then L(X o + D I) ~ 77(C). To this end, suppose 
X 0 ~ ~'(D 0) satisfies (LoX(B), X 0) = allX0112, where Re ot > 0 and I[X0ll 2 
= (X  o, X 0). (Note that if ~ = Hn then a is real.) We shall show that 
L(X 0 + D l) lies on the set 
which is a support plane of L(conv ~ ' (D) )  =conv  ~P(C) containing at most 
two points of conv W(C). It will then follow that L(X o + D I) is an extreme 
point of conv ~' (C)  and thus L(X o + D I) ~ ~'(C) by Lemma 2.3. 
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Now for any Yo e ~(Do) , since IIY011 = IlXoll, by Schwarz's inequality we 
have -IlXoll ~ _< <Yo, X0> --< IIX0112, and (Y0, Xo> = +llXoll ~ if and only if 
Yo = -X0- It follows that 
Re(r/(Y o + Co ' (B) ) , (1  + ot)Xo> <_ Re(X  o + Lo l (B) , (1  + ot)Xo> 
= I1 + al211Xoll z, 
for any 7 ~ 0: with 171 = 1, and the equality holds if and only if 7Y o = X o, or 
7Y 0 = (1 + a)2Xo/l l  + al 2 when a is nonzero and pure imaginary. Let 
F = (1 + ozXL*o)-l(Xo). Then for any Y = r/(Y o + D I) ~ ~'(D),  where 
7 ~ H: with 171 = 1 and Yo ~ ~/(Do), we have 
Re( L(Y ),/2) = Re( 7L(Yo + D,),  
= Re(TLo(Y o + Lol(B)),F) 
= Re(7(Yo + Lo l (B) ) ,  L~(F)> 
-- Re( , ( ro  + + . )Xo)  
< Re( X o + Lo I (B) ,  L'~(F)> 
=Re(Lo(X o +D I) , /~, 
and the equality for at most two possible Y e ~'(D).  Thus our assertion 
follows. 
Now we are ready to prove L(T/(D))  c T/'(C), and hence L(T/'(D)) = 
~"(C). Consider the hermitian decomposition of L o 1 (B)  = B 1 + iB2, where 
B l, B: e H, with zero trace. Suppose B 1 and D O have eigenvalues b I > ... 
> b, and d 1 > ..- > d,,  respectively. Since B 1, D O have zero trace, and 
D O :~ 0, we have E~=lb~ = E~=ldi = 0 and d 1 > 0 > d n. Since 
Re{(Lo I (B) ,  Xo>: Xo ~ ~'(Do) } = {(B1, Xo>: Xo ~ ~'(Do) } = WB,(Do) 
is the closed interval [E~=lb~_~+ ldi, E~= 1bid,], it either contains a positive 
number or is the singleton {0}. If the latter case happens, then L(~(D) )  
~/'(C) by our previous assertion. On the other hand, if X o ~ ~'(D o) is such 
that Re<Lol(B), Xo> > 0, then for any Y 6 ~'(D) construct he curve 
Y(t)  = eU11Xo e- i t l t  q- D t ~ ~'(D) with t ~ R and H ~ H, such that Y(1) 
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= Y. By continuity, for sufficiently small t > 0, 
Re( Lol(  B), eitnXo e-itt¢) > O, 
and hence L(Y ( t ) )~ ~Y(C) by our previous assertion. It follows that 
IIL(Y(t))II 2 = IICII 2 for sufficiently small t > 0. Since the function IIL(Y(t))II 2 
is an analytic function in t, we conclude that IIL(Y(t))II 2= tlCII 2 for all 
t E •. In particular, IIL(Y)II 2 = IICII 2 and hence L(Y) ~ ~/'(C). As Y 
~'(D) is arbitrary, we have L(~(D))  c T (C)  and hence L(T (D) )  c 7/(C). 
In the above proof, most of the effort has been spent on the case when 
L(D l) = B ~ O. As shown in Theorem 4.2, such a case actually cannot 
happen. If there is a short proof for this fact, our proof can be simplified 
substantially. 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. The first assertion can be proved by arguments 
similar to those in the proof of Theorem 2.1. For the second assertion, 
suppose it is not the case that C is scalar and D is not. Then, by Lemma 2.4, 
either span ~(D)  and span ~'(C) have the same dimension, or C E H ° and 
D is nonscalar with nonzero trace. If the first case is true, then T* maps 
extreme points of 7/'(D) to extreme points of ~(C) ,  and hence T*(T (D) )  
= ~'(C). If the latter case is true, then the result follows from Lemma 2.6. 
3. UNITARY SIMILARITY ORBITS AND GENERALIZED 
NUMERICAL RANGES 
In this section we study the operators T that satisfy (I) or (III). We first 
state our main theorems and then give their proofs. The conditions for the 
existence of a linear operator satisfying (I) and (III) are given in the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let C, D E H n be nonzero. The following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(a) There exists a linear operator T on ~ such that 
WD(T ( A)) = Wc( A) foraU A EA .  
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(b) There exists a linear operator T on ~" satisfying T(~(  D)) = ~(C).  
(c) There exist i~, v ~ R such that tr C =/x t r  D, and C - (tr C) I /n  is 
unitarily similar to v( D - (tr D ) I / n ). 
Note that if a linear operator T exists such that (I) or (III) is satisfied, 
then its structure on span 4(D)  is completely determined while its structure 
on the orthogonal complement on span ~'(D) is still rather flexible. Thus in 
the following theorems, we describe the structure of such linear operators 
according as D is scalar, D has zero trace, or D is nonscalar with nonzero 
trace. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let C, D ~ H, be nonzero matrices atisfying condition 
(c) of Theorem 3.1. A linear operator T on .~" satisfies T(~'(D)) = ~(C)  if 
and only if one of the following conditions holds: 
(i) D is scalar, and T satisfies T( I )  = I~l. 
(ii) D has zero trace, and T is of the form 
or  
A ~ vUAU* + (tr A)B 
A ~ uUAtU * + (tr A)B 
for some B ~¢~" and U ~ ~gn. 
(iii) D is nonscalar with nonzero trace, and T is of the form 
A ~ vUAU* + ( tz -  v)(tr A) I /n  
or  
for some U ~ ~n. 
THEOREM 3.3. 
A ~ vUAtU * + ( ix -  v)(tr a) I /n  
Let C, D ~ H n be nonzero matrices atisfying condition 
(c) of Theorem 3.1. A linear operator T on .¢[ satisfies 
Wo(T(  A))  = Wc( A ) forall A ~Al" 
if and only if one of the following conditions holds: 
(i) D is scalar, and T satisfies 
tr T(A)  -- /z tr A for all A ~ ' .  
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(ii) D has zero trace, and T is of the form 
A ~ vUAU* +f (A) I  or A ~ vUAtU* +f (A) I  
for some linear functional f on .¢t" and U ~ ~,. 
(iii) D is nonscalar with nonzero trace, and T is of the form 
A ~ vUAU* + (1~-  u)(tr  A) I /n  
or A ,--, uUAtU * + (~ - v)(tr  A) l /n  
for  some U ~ ~'n" 
Note that Theorem 3.3 can be deduced from Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 
3.2. The equivalence of conditions (a) and (b) of Theorem 3.1 follows from 
Theorem 2.1. If condition (c) of Theorem 3.1 holds, then the linear operators 
T on ~ defined in Theorem 3.2 will map ~/(D) onto ~(C). Thus it remains 
to prove that: 
I f  there exists a linear operator T on A satisfying T( Y/( D )) = ~/( C ), then 
C and D satisfy condition (c) of Theorem 3.1, and one of the conditions 
(i)-(i i i) in Theorem 3.2 holds. 
We divide the proof of this assertion into three lemmas according as C is 
scalar, C has zero trace, or C is nonscalar with nonzero trace. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let D ~ Hn be nonzero, and C = ~I for some nonzero 
7q ~ R. Suppose T is a linear operator on .¢{ satisfying T(~/(D)) = ~/(C). 
Then condition (i) or (iii) of Theorem 3.2 holds. Moreover, condition (c) of 
Theorem 3.1 holds with ~ = O. 
Proof. The conclusion follows readily from Lemma 2.5. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let C, D ~ H n be nonzero such that C is nonscalar with 
nonzero trace. Suppose T is a linear operator on ./[ satisfying T(~/( D)) = 
~(C). Then condition (iii) of Theorem 3.3 and condition (c) of Theorem 3.1 
hold. 
Proof. Let C, D and T satisfy the hypotheses of the lemma. Since 
T(~/(D)) = ~(C), the dimension of span ~/(D) is not less than that of 
span ~/(C). By Lemma 2.4, we conclude that" D is also nonscalar with 
nonzero trace. Regard T as a real linear operator on H n. Then T* satisfies 
WD(T*(A) )  = Wc(A  ) forall A ~ H.. 
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Thus 
rD(T*( A))  = rc( A ) forall A ~ H., 
and hence T* maps every connected component of ~c to a connected 
component of $'o, where ~c (respectively, ~'D) denotes the set of extreme 
points of the unit ball ~c  = {X ~ H, : rc(X)  < 1} (respectively, ~'D)" By [9, 
Theorem 2.5], there is a connected component c~ 0 of ~'c consisting of a 
scalar matrix as the only element, and there is a connected component ~1 of 
~c consisting of all hermitian matrices with eigenvalues o/1 q- ~1, ~1 . . . . .  ~1, 
for certain al, [31 ~ R with a 1 4: 0. Since T* is invertible and maps the 
connected components of 8"c onto those of ~o, it follows that T* (~ 0) must 
be a connected component of ~D consisting of a scalar matrix as the only 
element. Thus T( I )  is a scalar matrix. Moreover, by arguments imilar to 
those in the proof of [9, Lemma 3.2], we conclude that T* (~ 1) is a connected 
component in ~D consisting of all hermitian matrices with eigenvalues 
°t2 + 132,/32 . . . . .  /~2, for certain a 2,/32 ~ R with a 2 4: 0. Define L on H n 
by 
L( A) = a~l{T* (a lA  + fll(tr A ) I )  - fl2(tr A) I}  forall A ~ H n. 
Then L(~'(Ell)) = ~'(Ell). By [10, Theorem 2.3], L is of the form 
A ~ UAU* or A ~ UAtU * 
for some U ~ ~/n" Consequently, there exist/x, v ~ ~ and U ~ ~'n such that 
condition (iii) of Theorem 3.2 holds with .~ = H a. Since M n = n n + iH,, 
the above conclusion also holds if ~" = M n. 
Let D O = D - ( t rD) I /n  and C O = C - (tr C) I /n .  It is easy to check 
that T(D) = T(D o) + T((tr D) I /n )  = T(D o) + ix(tr D) I /n  ~ ~(C).  This 
implies t rC  = ixtrD, and T(D o) ~ ~(C o) is of the form vUDoU* or 
vUDto U*. Thus C O is unitarily similar to vD o. • 
LEMMA 3.6. Let C, D ~ H n be nonzero such that C has zero trace. 
Suppose T is a linear operator on ~" satisfying T(~'(D)) = ~(C). Then 
condition (ii) or (iii) of Theorem 3.3 holds. Moreover, condition (c) of 
Theorem 3.1 holds with ix = O. 
Proof. Let C, D and T satisfy the hypotheses of the lemma. Since the 
dimension of span ~'(D) is not less than that of span ~'(C), either D has zero 
trace or D is nonscalar with nonzero trace. 
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Suppose D is nonsealar with nonzero trace. Let C' = C + (tr D) I /n ,  
and define L on .~v by 
L (A)  =T(A)  + ( t rA) I /n  for all A ~.  
Then L(~(D))  = ~(C').  Since t rD  = trC'  4:0 and both D and C' are 
nonscalar matrices, by Lemma 3.5, L satisfies condition (iii) of Theorem 3.2 
with /z = 1, Thus T satisfies condition (iii) of Theorem 3.2 with /z = 0, 
Moreover, if D O = D-  ( t rD) I /n ,  then T(D o) ~ ~'(C) is of the form 
uUDoU* or vUDto U*. Thus C is unitarily similar to uD o. 
Now suppose D is a nonscalar matrix with tr D = 0. Define L on Jr" by 
L (A)  = T (A-  ( t rA) I /n )  + ( t ra ) I /n  for all A~cg¢. 
Then T(~'(D + I)) = ~'(C + I). By Lemma 3.5 L satisfies condition (c) of 
Theorem 3.1 with /x = 1. It follows that T satisfies condition (ii) of Theorem 
3.2 with B = T( I /n ) .  Moreover, since T(D) ~ ~'(C) is of the form uUDU* 
or  vUDtU * , C is unitarily similar to uD. • 
4. CIRCULAR UNITARY SIMILARITY ORBITS AND GENERALIZED 
NUMERICAL RADII 
In this section we study the linear opertors T that satisfy (II), (IV) or 
T(conv ~ ' (D) )= conv ~'(C). As in Section 3, we first state our main 
theorems and then give their proofs. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let C, D ~ H n be nonzero. The following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(a) There exists a linear operator T on ~ such that 
rD(T(A) )  = rc (A  ) forall  A ~ ' .  
(b) There exists a linear operator T on ~ satisfying T(conv 7/'(D)) = 
conv ~/~(C). 
(c) (i) C is scalar, or 
(ii) there exist It, u ~ R such that tr C =/x  tr D, and C - (tr C) I /n  
is unitarily similar to v(D - (tr D)I /n) .  
Moreover, condition (c)(ii). holds if and only if there exists a 
linear operator T on ~" such that T( T/( D )) = ~(  C ). 
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THEOREM 4.2. Let C, D ~ H, be nonzero matrices atisfying condition 
(c) of Theorem 4.1. A linear operator T on ~" satisfies T(conv ~r(D)) = 
cony ?Y(C) if and only if one of the following conditions holds: 
(i) C is scalar and 
T(A)  =f (A) I  forall A ~ span?r(D)  
for some hnear functional f on ~ satisfying 
max{l f (A) l  : A ~ g(D)}  =ltrCl /n .  
(ii) Condition (c)(ii) of Theorem 4.1 holds and there exists 71 ~ ~: with 
171 = 1 such that *IT(~(D)) = ~(C). 
Moreover, condition (ii) holds if and only if T( ?;P( D)) = ~"( C ). 
THEOREM 4.3. Let C, D ~ H, be nonzero matrices atisfying condition 
(c) of Theorem 4.1. A linear operator T on J f  satisfies 
rD(T(A)) = rc(A ) forall A ~.~" 
if and only if one of the following conditions holds. 
(i) C is scalar and 
T( A) = ( t rA)B  + f (  A) I  forall A ~¢¢f 
for some B ~.gf and hnear functional f on At" such that B satisfies ro(B) = 
Itr Ct/n, and f is the zero functional if tr D 4: 0. 
(ii) Condition (c)(ii) of Theorem 4.1 holds and there exists T ! ~ ~: with 
I*11 = 1 such that 
WD(rlT( A)) = Wc( A ) foraU A ~.4$'. 
Note that Theorem 4.3 is a consequence ofTheorem 2.2, the first part of 
Theorem 4.2, and Theorem 2.1. The equivalence of conditions (a) and (b) of 
Theorem 4.1 follows from Theorem 2.2. If condition (c) of Theorem 4.1 
holds, then the linear operator T on ~ defined in Theorem 4.2(i) will map 
cony ~'(D) onto conv ?'(C),  and the linear operator T on ¢~v defined in 
Theorem 4.2(ii) will map ~"(D) onto ~'(C). To complete the proof of the 
theorems, it remains to show that: 
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If there is a linear operator T on all" satisfying T(conv ~(D) )= 
cony ~"(C), then C and D satisfy condition (c) of Theorem 4.1 and one of the 
conditions (i)-(ii) in Theorem 4.2 holds; if there is a linear operator T on ~" 
satisfying T(T / (D) )= 7/(C), then C and D satisfy condition (c)(ii) of 
Theorem 4.1 and condition (ii) of Theorem 4.2 holds. 
We divide the proof of this assertion into several lemmas. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let C, D ~ H n be nonzero such that C is a scalar matrix, 
i.e., condition (cXi) of Theorem 4.1 holds. 
(i) If T is a linear operator on • satisfying T(conv 7/'(D)) =conv ~/'(C), 
then condition (i) of Theorem 4.2 holds. 
(ii) I f  T is a linear operator on e/t" satisfying T(7/'(D)) = 7/'(C), then 
condition (ii) of Theorem 4.2 and condition (cXii) of Theorem 4.1 hold. 
Proof. Let C, D, and T satisfy the hypotheses of the lemma. 
(i) If T(conv ~/'(D)) =conv ~'(C) --- {81:8 • U:, 181 _< [trCl/n}, one 
easily deduces condition (i) of Theorem 4.2. 
(ii) Suppose T(Tf(D)) = ~(C)  = {8I: 8 • 0:, 181 = kr CI/n}. Then 
WD(T* ( I ) )  = (T* ( I ) ,  ~'( D)}( I, r (~ ' (D) ) )  
___( I, 7/(C)} = {8 • 0:: 181 = Itr el~n}. 
Since WD(T*(I)) is convex, 
a singleton and condition 
condition (cXii) of Theorem 
it must be a singleton. It follows that T(~'(D)) is 
(ii) of Theorem 4.2 holds. By Theorem 3.1, 
4.1 holds. • 
Next we turn to the case when C is nonscalar. By Theorem 2.2, 
T(conv ~'(D)) = conv •(C)  is equivalent ot T(T/(D)) = ~'(C). We shall 
concentrate on linear operators T mapping ~/'(D) onto ~'(C) in the 
remaining part of this section. 
LEMMA 4.5. Let C, D E H n be nonzero such that C in nonscalar. 
Suppose T is a linear operator on M n such that T(Tf(D)) = 7/(C) and 
T(D) = C. Then 
T (~(D) )  E @(C) U - ~1"(C). 
Proof. Suppose C, D, and T satisfy the hypotheses ofthe lemma. By the 
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assumption on T and Lemma 2.4, D is nonscalar. Furthermore, we claim 
that the restriction of T on M ° is invertible. The claim clearly holds if 
span~(D)  = span~Z'(C) is M, or M °. If span~' (D)  = M, and 
span 7/'(C) = M °, then the claim follows from Lemma 2.6. 
Let G be the compact group of linear operators on M, of the form 
A ~ ~U*AU for some unitary matrix U and some complex scalar p~ with 
I/zl -- 1. Then 7/(C) is just the orbit of C under the action of G, and is a 
(real) homogeneous manifold (e.g., see [1] for the basic definitions and 
properties about homogeneous manifolds). Furthermore, one may consider 
the first order term of t in the power series expansions of eitHCe -itH and 
e i tC  to see that the tangent space of ~(C)  (over ~) at the point C is equal 
to 
J c (~(C) )  = {i( HC - CH)  : H • Hn} + {itxC : ix • R}. 
One may apply similar considerations to ~'(D) and concludes that the 
tangent space of ~'(C) at the point D is equal to 
~(~' (D) )  = {i(HD - DH) :  H • 11.}. 
Note that all the tangent spaces under consideration are over •. Thus we 
shall regard T as a real linear operator, and all the dimensions will be 
counted over ~ in the following. Since D is nonscalar, dim 3"o(~/(D)) = k > 
1. Since T(~'(D)) c 7/'(C) and T (D)= C, we see that T( Jo(~'(D))  c 
Jc(~P(C)). Notice that ~c(~/'(C)) A H ° = { i (nc  - CH):  n • n ,}  has di- 
mension one less than that of J c (~(C) ) .  Since the restriction of T on M ° is 
invertible, T (~(~' (D) ) )  is a k dimensional subspace of J c (~(C) ) ,  and 
hence T( Jo(~(D)) )  A H ° has dimension at least k - 1. Since ~o(~'(D)) - 
H °, we conclude that there exists a k -  1 dimensional subspace of H ° 
whose image under T is a k - 1 dimensional subspace of H °. Let 500 be a 
subspace in H ° with maximum dimension such that T(da0) _ H °. Then the 
dimension of 9 0 is not less than k - 1. 
Suppose T(~'(D)) ~ ~'(C) U - ~/(C). Then there exists D 1 • ~¢'(O) 
such that T(D 1) = eitlC1 • .~r(C), where C 1 ~ ~(C)  and e itl 4= q-1. Since 
T(Jol(~(D))) _ ~9~,1c~(~'(C)) = e't~Jc~(7/(C)), by arguments similar to those 
in the preceding paragraph, one can show that there exists a subspace Sal of 
H ° with maximum dimension (at least k - 1) such that T(Sal) _ e"~H °. 
Clearly, Sa0 (1 Sal = 0; otherwise, there exists nonzero A • Sa0 M 5°1 such 
that T(A)  • H ° A e i tH  ° = O, contradicting the fact that the restriction of T 
on Mn ° is invertible. 
If there is D 2 • ~'(D)such that T( D 2) = eit~C~ with e ~t2 ¢~ {+ 1, + eitl}, 
then we can construct a subspace Sa 2 of H ° with maximum dimension such 
that T(Sa2) _ e i t2n : .  By the result in the preceding paragraph, one sees that 
any two of S~0, Sal, and S'~2 must have trivial intersection. We are going to 
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prove by contradiction that Sa 0 + Sz r + Sac is actually a direct sum. Suppose 
there exists nonzero A 0 ~Sa0 A (Sal +Sac). Then A o = A 1 + A e, where 
A, ~ (j  = 1, 2) are (complex) linearly independent. Write T(A,)  = e"JBj, 
w~here JBj ~ H ° for j = 0, 1, 2 and t o = 0. Since T is invertible on M °, B 1 
and B e are linearly independent. By equating the skew-hermitian parts on 
both sides of the identity B 0 = eit~B1 + eit~B2, one deduces that B 1 and B e 
are linearly independent. This is a contradiction. 
Repeating the above arguments, we get ~0 . . . . .  ~r-----Hn ° such that 
T(~j)  c eitjH ° fo r j  = 0 . . . . .  r, where t o = 0, e ire :/= q-e itq if p ¢ q, and 
r 
T(~' (D) )  c_ U eitj[~'(C) u - ~ ' (c ) ] .  
j=o 
[The procedure must terminate after finitely many steps, since every ~ j  _ H ° 
has dimension at least k - 1 ( > 0), and Sa0 + ... +SZr ___ H ° is a direct sum.] 
However, since ~(D)  is a compact connected set, and for j = 0 . . . . .  r, 
eitj[~'(C) u - ~'(C)] are disjoint compact sets, we conclude that T(~(D))  
c_ eitp[~'(C) U - ~'(C)] for some p. Since T(D) = C, we see that p = 0, 
which is a contradiction. • 
In the above proof, if we regard K as the subgroup of G consisting of 
linear operators on M, of the form A ~ UAU*, then our assertion can be 
restated as: if T(K(D))  c G(D) and T(D) = C then T(K(D))  c +K(C). 
Since G is just the direct product of K with the circle group, it is possible 
that some theory on Lie groups can be used to deduce our conclusion. 
LEMMA 4.6. Let C, D ~ H n be nonzero such that C is nonscalar. Then 
a linear operator T on ~" satisfies T (~(D) )  = 7/-(C) if and only i fT(~'(D))  
= 7q~(C) for some ~7 ~ ~: with 17/I = 1. Consequently, condition (c)(ii) of 
Theorem 4.1 holds. 
Proof. ~:  Clear. 
=* : Suppose ¢~" = H n. Then ~ ' (C)  = ~'(C) U - ~/(C), which may 
consist of one or two connected components depending on whether ~/(C) = 
-~(C)  or not. In any event, the assumption on T ensures that a connected 
component of  ~(D)  = ~'(D)  t.) - ~' (D)  will be mapped onto a connected 
component of  ~' (C) ,  and hence the result follows. 
Suppose ~ = M n. We may assume that T(D) = C; otherwise replace T 
by L defined by L(A)  = rlUT(A)U* for some suitable unitary U and some 
complex scalar lq with I'ol = 1. By Lemma 4.5, we conclude that T(~(D))  c_ 
~(C)  U - ~'(C). Since ~/(D) is connected, T(~(D) )  must be mapped into 
a connected component of ~/(C) u - ~(C) ,  say T(~(D))  c ~(C). Fur- 
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thermore, the inclusion must be equality; otherwise, T(7 / (D) )  ~ 7/ (C) .  The 
result follows. • 
5. REMARKS AND RELATED PROBLEMS 
As mentioned in the introduction, if T is assumed to be invertible, then 
our proofs will be much shorter. In fact, if T is invertible, then condition (i) 
of Theorem 4.2 and condition (i) of Theorem 4.3 will not be possible, and 
T(conv ~P(D)) = conv ~'(C) will always imply T(T / (D) )  = ~Y(C). 
We mentioned that a linear operator T satisfying (II) can be viewed as an 
isometric isomorphism on a¢' if r c and r o are norms. Even if r c is not a 
norm on .~¢', it is always a norm on span ~'(C). Thus we can still regard T 
satisfying (II) as an isometric isomorphism from span ~(C) to span ~'(D). In 
fact, constructing isometric isomorphisms between different Banach spaces is 
an interesting problem in general. In our case, we see that the conditions for 
the existence of such mappings are rather restrictive. This agrees with the 
general fact that such mappings exist only if the two Banach spaces have very 
similar geometrical structures. 
Our results naturally suggest the following problems: 
A. Study our problem on M, for arbitrary C, D ~ M n. 
B. Consider the isometric isomorphism problem on a¢" equipped with 
two different norms that are invariant under unitary similarities. 
Some results about isometric isomorphisms on other matrix spaces have 
been obtained in [11] and [13]. 
Related to conditions (III) and (IV), one may consider the following 
problem. 
C. Determine the condition for the existence of linear operators T on ¢~v 
mapping G(D)  into or onto G(C),  where G(X)  is the orbit of X under the 
given group G of operators on atv. Some results of this type can also be found 
in [11] and [13]. 
For example, if G is the collection of linear operators on H n of the form 
A ~ SAS* for some invertible S ~ M n, then G(C)  will be an inertia class. 
By private communication, we understand that R. Loewy has obtained some 
results for problem C with this group. 
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